
CONTENT PRODUCERS: Writers /
Photographers / Artists
Are you that rare individual in a music program who actually enjoyed theory class and Music
History 101? Do you like to write? Or are you a photographer who loves the look of classical
musicians and their instruments at work in a unique setting, or the face of a rapt listener or a
child dancing on the grass while a violinist plays Bach?

Do you wake up in the morning after attending a concert bursting with the desire to share your
thoughts about what you heard?  Do you enjoy exploring the lives and music of musicians, both
current and past and helping others discover the excitement of what their music is all about?
Does thinking about this make you see images you would like to draw,  photograph, or write
about?

If this is you, QSCM needs your help in creating engaging and informative content to help us
reach out and develop  new audiences.

You will work with our  Publicity Manager,  Board of Directors and Artistic Director to develop
content that will help us get the word out: Classical music is fun and exciting and QSCM
welcomes all who want to explore it.

With the assistance of our volunteers to produce and disseminate your work on-line, in social
media and at live events.  Locally you will be helping us ensure that Quinte region residents
know what QSCM offers while demystifying the classical music experience on the world-wide
stage of the internet.Your work will help  reinforce QSCM’s value proposition to both business
sponsors and grant funding organizations.

Overall we are looking for a team of writers, photographers and artists  who can bring their
creative skills to bear on the work of making classical music accessible to all.

The Quinte Society for Chamber music is a regional, volunteer-based organization working to
make performances of classical music by highly accomplished concert artists accessible to all in
our rural communities. QSCM  has established a reputation for presenting excellence in
performance that leaves all  who love classical music wowed, and those listening for the first
time calling out for more.   Are you interested in becoming involved with   world class
performers, the local community, and an internet platform  to help bring classical music to our
rural audiences and reach the larger public with our message?  If so, we are currently looking
for you!

All positions are volunteer and unpaid.  QSCM is a registered Canadian Charity.


